
We’re sweet on Miss Dottie’s Pound
Cake — owner Tassie Tagarelli bakes the
delicious cakes fresh daily from within
a friend’s bakery in Chicago, using only
organic ingredients. $25-$45, (630) 742-
3223; Missdottiespoundcake.com

Stop by sushi spot Arami
for a sip of Chicago’s
first private-label sake,
Ichi No Torii (meaning
“the first gate”). The
traditional rice sake
has hints of hazelnut,
soft cocoa and umami,
and is produced by
Ohmuraya Brewery in
Shizuoka, Japan. $10/
glass, 1829 W. Chicago;
Aramichicago.com

“It was a
hand-me-

down, tan,
stick shift

Mazda 626.
I got it right

after ‘Pulp
Fiction’ came

out, and I
nicknamed it

‘Travolta.’ ”
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WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST CAR?‘ ’

“A navy blue
Ford Grana-

da, which bore
more than a
slight resem-

blance to a
boat.To honk
the horn, you

had to push in
the long turn

signal switch.
It was

amazing.”

“The most
expensive
Ford
Explorer
of all time,
because I
crashed it
three times.
I swear only
two times
were my
fault.”

“My cousin
gave me a
10-year-old
Jeep stick
shift.Took
me a solid
six months to
get the hang
of it, but
now it’s all I
drive.”

WHAT HAD YOU TWEETING
Emily Florez
@EmilyFlorezNBC:
@MRelerfordNBC5 you rocked
that lace!“@Suntimes_Splash:
Lookin’ fab in lace in this
Sunday’s issue of Splash!”

Joe Lupo/Jesse Garza
@VisualTherapy: NYIkram...
always on trend RT @JoshIkram
On Trend: Ikram Goldman via @
Suntimes_Splash

Israel Idonije Fndt @TeamIIF:
Great @iidonije article on
TeamIIF’s annual humanitarian
trip. Thanks, @Suntimes_Splash!

Monika Dixon PR
@MonikaDixon: Many congrats to @mindbodychi for
this shout out in @Suntimes_Splash for becoming a
mentor at @ImermanAngels!

need to know

COVER
CREDITS
Photographer:
Diana Scheunemann
represented by
ArtMix
Venue: Island Def
Jam Records
Shoot Coordinator:
Katerina Bizios

“The two [Patrick, left, and Pete] were

full of energy and up for it. We didn’t

have much time together, but we sure

had a lot of fun shooting the story

for Splash.” — Photographer Diana
Scheunemann

Lovely in lace:
Michelle Relerford

AT THE PHOTO SHOOT
Fall Out Boy’s leading men, bassist Pete Wentz and singer Patrick Stump, entered the
Island Def Jam offices in Midtown with their shades on, fresh off a flight from London.
Despite getting just an hour of sleep the night before, they were friendly and camera-ready
in no time. When they weren’t posing and dancing along to Justin Timberlake’s “The 20/20
Experience,” they reminisced about family, friends and life in Chicago. See Page 12.

Rock the royal look this spring with Pomel-
lato’s new Victoria ring. The stunning jet
and rock crystal piece, inspired by Queen
Victoria, is set in matte and polished rose
gold. $6,350, 41 E. Oak; Pomellato.com

ON PATRICK:
Shirt: Topman
Jeans: Levi’s
Shoes: Cole Haan
ON PETE:
Top: Givenchy
Undershirt: UNIF
Pants: AllSaints
Shoes: Diesel

Read our lips:
We’re loving Lip-
stick Queen’s new
navy-blue shade,
Hello Sailor. The
sheer tone, which
goes on lilac and
makes teeth whiter
and complexions
brighter, is avail-
able exclusively at
Barneys New York.
$25, 15 E Oak;
Barneys.com
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